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The light mediator scenario of self-interacting dark matter is strongly constrained in many ways.
After summarizing the various constraints, we discuss minimal options and models which allow to
nevertheless satisfy all these constraints. One straightforward possibility arises if the dark matter
and light mediator particles have a temperature sizably smaller than the SM particles. Another
simple possibility arises if dark matter doesn’t annihilate dominantly into a pair of light mediators
but into heavier particles. Both possibilities are discussed with scalar as well as vector boson
light mediators. Further possibilities, such as with a hierarchy of quartic scalar couplings, are also
identified.
I. INTRODUCTION
In spite of all its many successes, the Cold Dark Mat-
ter paradigm cannot account for various features that
N-body simulations of formation of small scale structure
tend to imply. Features of this kind include in particular
the too-big-to-fail [1, 2] and the core-vs-cusp problems [3–
5], as well as the more recently spotted diversity problem
[6], see also e.g. Ref. [7].
Self-interacting dark matter is a plausible solution to
these problems [3, 8–15], including the diversity one
[16, 17]. Its key ingredient is the hypothesis that dark
matter (DM) particles scatter off each other in small-
scale structures with a cross section per unit of mass of
around 0.1 − 10 cm2/g. This corresponds to 1012 pb for
DM masses around 1 GeV, which is many orders of mag-
nitude above the standard thermal freeze-out cross sec-
tion of about 1 pb. Clearly, if DM undergoes a thermal
freeze-out in the early Universe, some mechanism should
be at work to explain this disparity of cross sections.
To account for such a disparity, one possibility, which
has been extensively studied in the literature, is to in-
voke a light mediator enhancing DM self-interactions via
non-perturbative effects in small-scale structures [18–21].
This scenario has the advantage of displaying a DM veloc-
ity dependence which allow to accommodate in an eas-
ier way the value of σ/mDM needed at galactic scales
above (or even at dwarf galaxy scale where v ∼ 10 km/s)
with the upper bound from merging clusters (where
v ∼ 1000 km/s), σ/mDM < 0.3 cm2/g [22–26]. How-
ever, it has been shown in a series of works that such a
scenario is strongly constrained in various ways, and the
simplest scenarios one could consider are typically either
excluded or marginally allowed [18, 19, 21, 27–32].
In the following, after summarizing these various con-
straints in Section II, we will discuss the various minimal
ways out one can consider to avoid them. For each op-
tion we will discuss the associated phenomenology, with
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some details for the 2 simplest ways (in Sections III A and
III B), and more briefly for additional ways (in Sections
III C to III E).
II. SUMMARIZING THE CONSTRAINTS
HOLDING ON THE LIGHT MEDIATOR
SCENARIO
There is an all jungle of constraints which has been
discussed in the literature on the light mediator self-
interacting scenario. It is useful to summarize all these
constraints in a same paper and same section, together
with listing the simple ways out one could in principle
consider to avoid each constraint separately. To illustrate
these constraints we will consider the two usual minimal
models of a Dirac fermion DM particle which is charged
under a new U(1)′ gauge symmetry, so that it couples to
the corresponding γ′,
Model Aγ′ : L 3 −gγ′χγµχγ′µ + h.c.−

2
FYµνF
′µν (1)
and of a Dirac fermion DM particle which couples to a
light scalar through a Yukawa interaction
Model Aφ : L 3 −yφφχχ+ h.c.− λφ†φH†H (2)
In the above we have already written down the possi-
ble ways such hidden sector structures could couple to
the SM particles, i.e. through the usual kinetic mixing
and Higgs portal interactions respectively. For the vector
model we assume that the γ′ acquires a mass from the
Stueckelberg mechanism or Brout-Englert-Higgs mecha-
nism. One could consider a Majorana DM instead of a
Dirac DM but we will not consider this possibility here.1
1
In the scalar mediator case this wouldn’t change much the picture
with respect to the Dirac case. For a vector mediator instead, the
Sommerfeld effects, which will play an important role below, are
expected to be quite different (and more difficult to calculate)
for the Majorana case and we will not consider this possibility
(although it would be quite interesting to investigate it too).
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2Both the models of Eqs. (1) and (2) are excluded or
marginally allowed by all constraints, see below and in
particular Ref. [31] for the scalar case and Refs. [30, 32]
for the vector case. In the following, to accommodate the
various constraints, we will either consider these mod-
els relaxing some of the assumptions generally made, or
consider extensions of these models, or consider other
models. For all these possibilities, we will assume that
the DM frameworks fulfill a number of minimal proper-
ties beyond which we will not go, i.e. model building fea-
tures one can consider to accommodate these constraints.
These are:
(0) DM production mechanism: we will always assume
below that the DM relic density is due to a ther-
mal freeze-out of a 2 to 2 scattering process. Other
avenues, not considered here, would have been to
consider other DM production mechanisms, such as
freezeout based on n (> 2) to 2 processes [29, 33–36]
or non-freezeout scenarios (i.e. freezein, reannihila-
tion, ..., see Ref. [29, 37]). For all setups considered
below, except the last one of Section IV, we will as-
sume that DM is particle-antiparticle symmetric.
(i) Dominant or sub-dominant annihilation into light
mediators: as said above for all setups we will
assume a light mediator to account for the
self-interactions constraints. In this case DM
annihilation into a pair of these mediators is
unavoidable (unless DM is asymmetric). If this
is the dominant annihilation channel, the corre-
sponding cross section must have the value which
follows from thermal decoupling. If instead there
exists another annihilation channel, e.g. to other
particles beyond the SM, which dominates, then it
is this one which must have the thermal value and
the annihilation rate into light mediators can be
smaller. We will allow for such a possibility.
(ii) s-wave vs p-wave annihilation: depending on the
nature of the DM and mediator particles the an-
nihilation into a pair of light mediators might pro-
ceed in a s-wave, as for Eq. (1), or p-wave way,
as for Eq. (2) and this largely affects a number of
constraints.
(iii) Type and size of the portal interaction: the self-
interaction constraints do not require any portal
interaction between the hidden sector (i.e. DM and
light mediator sector) and visible sector. However,
a portal might be mandatory to avoid various other
constraints. Below we will consider only the 2 usual
portals of Eqs. (1) and (2). The type and size of
the portal affect the direct detection, indirect de-
tection as well as, importantly, the possible decay
width of the light mediator into SM particles (i.e. to
e±, photons and neutrinos, given the small value of
the mediator mass needed to account for the self-
interaction constraints).
(iv) Light mediator decay or annihilation into hidden
sector particles: whether there are decay and/or
annihilation channels of the mediator into other
hidden sector particles may affect largely the
various constraints too, and we will allow for such
a possibility.
(v) Hidden vs visible temperature ratio: the tempera-
ture of the hidden sector might be the same as the
one of the SM sector at time of DM freezeout, or
might be different, depending on whether both sec-
tors have thermalized at some point. This is related
to the portal issue above because if the portal inter-
action is large enough it will thermalize both sec-
tors, so that T ′/T ' 1 at freezeout. Smaller portal
interaction only implies a lower bound on T ′/T .
The (i) to (v) items above constitute the 5 features we
will play with to overcome the various constraints. De-
pending on what we assume for these 5 items, we now
discuss the main constraints applying to the light medi-
ator self-interacting DM paradigm.
A. Relic density constraint
As said above, DM symmetric scenarios leading to
large self-interactions from the multi-exchange of a light
mediator between the initial states, unavoidably lead to
annihilation of a pair of DM particles into a pair of
these light mediators. As the value of the couplings
needed to account for the self interactions is sizeable,
the corresponding annihilation rate is sizeable and the
self-interaction constraints can be easily accommodated
with the assumption of a freezeout process dominated
by this channel. Note nevertheless that the self interac-
tions constraints can also be accommodated for values
of the DM to mediator coupling much smaller than the
”thermal values”. For example, values of the couplings
gγ′ and yφ, in Eqs. (1) and (2), up to ∼ 2 orders of
magnitude smaller than the ”thermal values” (leading to
annihilation cross section up to ∼ 8 orders of magnitude
below the thermal value), turn out to be still compati-
ble with the self-interactions constraints, see below. As
already mentioned above, in this case the relic density
can be accommodated if the freezeout is dominated by
another annihilation channel with annihilation rate equal
to the thermal value. Another possibility to account for
the relic density, with a annihilation cross section smaller
that the usual thermal freeze-out one arises if both the
hidden sector light mediator and DM particles do ther-
malize (forming a thermal bath with temperature T ′) but
do not with the visible sector (which has temperature T ),
so that T ′ 6= T . In this case the DM freezeout occurs ex-
clusively in the hidden sector. This “secluded freeze-out”
(see e.g. Section 3.4 in [38]) implies a DM relic density
which scales as ∼ (T ′/T )/〈σv〉HS (for a s-wave annihila-
tion [38] as well as for a p-wave one, see below), where
〈σv〉HS stands for the DM annihilation rate in the hidden
3sector. Thus, for T ′/T < 1, the relic density constraint
needs 〈σv〉HS smaller than the thermal value by a factor
of ∼ T ′/T . This is possible as long as the portal between
the hidden and SM sectors is feeble enough to not heat
up the hidden sector from the SM thermal reservoir to a
temperature T ′ higher than the one assumed.
B. Non overclosure of the Universe by the light
mediator
In most minimal models, such as in models of Eqs. (1)
and (2), the light mediator decouples chemically from
the thermal bath at same temperature as DM, when
DM freezes-out. Thus, since typically the light media-
tor must be lighter than the DM particles by a factor
larger than 20 (for self-interactions), the light mediator
decouples while it is still relativistic. In this case, for a
real scalar boson, the mediator to photon number den-
sity ratio , nmed/nγ , is predicted to be as large as 1/2 at
decoupling, whereas for a vector boson it is predicted to
be 3/2. Thus, if it is absolutely stable, and unless it is ex-
tremely light (below few eV), the light mediator hot relic
will overclose the Universe. Consequently, one needs a
mechanism to reduce its number density after DM freeze-
out. Below we will consider both the possibilities of a
light mediator decay and of a light mediator annihilation
into lighter particles. In both cases it is highly desirable
to have a portal interaction between the hidden sector
and the SM visible sector, so that the decay products of
these decay or annihilation are ultimately SM particles.
There is nevertheless one very simple and viable way out
which doesn’t require any decay or annihilation of the
relativistic light mediator after DM freeze-out (and thus
doesn’t require a portal): if the temperature of the hid-
den sector is sufficiently low with respect to the one of the
visible sector to suppress the light mediator relic density
accordingly, see below.
C. Small scale structure constraints
Simulations show that the too-big-to-fail and core-vs-
cusp problems could be alleviated if the self-interaction
cross section divided by the DM mass, lies within the
range 0.1 cm2/g . σT /mDM . 10 cm2/g. Neverthe-
less, the non-observation of an offset between the mass
distribution of DM and galaxies in the Bullet Cluster
constrains such self-interacting cross section, concretely
σT /mDM < 1.25 cm
2/g at 68% CL [24–26]. Similarly,
recent observations of cluster mergers lead to the con-
straint σT /mDM < 0.47 cm
2/g at 95% CL [22] (or even
smaller with σT /mDM < 0.3 cm
2/g in [23]).
Along the light mediator scenario such large cross sec-
tion is obtained from the non-perturbative effects arising
from the multi-exchange of the light mediator between
the two highly non-relativistic DM initial state particles.
As a reference we show here in Fig. 1 what is the value
of mDM we need as a function of mmed for the scalar
and vector mediator models of Eqs. (1) and (2), fixing
the yφ and gγ′ couplings from requiring successful freeze-
out from DM annihilation into a pair of light mediators
and assuming T ′ = T at the DM freezeout time. For
the (p-wave) scalar mediator case, one distinguishes from
top to bottom the classical, resonant and Born regimes.
The resonant regime arises from the fact that the associ-
ated potential is attractive. The (s-wave) vector mediator
case leads to similar values, even though the potential in
this case has both an attractive and a repulsive piece.
The assumptions one could make on the size and type
of the portal, as well as on the decay of the mediator,
have a secondary impact on the self-interactions. The
other two simple model building features one could play
with, see above, do nevertheless clearly matter for the
self-interactions:
• Dominant or sub-dominant annihilation into light
mediators: as already mentioned above self-
interaction constraints can be accommodated for
a DM to light mediator coupling much smaller
than its ”thermal value”. Quantitatively this is
shown in Fig. 2, which gives the masses one needs
assuming that the annihilation cross section is a
factor 102, 104, 106 smaller than the one needed
to account for the observed relic density. In this
case, the resonant regime regions shrinks and the
classical and Born region works for a somewhat
narrower range of mDM and slightly smaller
mediator masses. Once again if T ′/T = 1 at
the freezeout time, this requires another (faster)
annihilation channel to account for this freezeout.
• Hidden vs visible temperature ratio: as already
mentioned above too, if T ′/T < 1 the annihilation
rate accounting for the freezeout must be smaller
by a factor of ∼ T ′/T (for the case of a s-wave anni-
hilation as well as for a p-wave annihilation). Thus,
in this case the annihilation into a pair of light me-
diators could be responsible for the freezeout with
a smaller value than the usual freezeout value, so
that Fig. 2 is relevant for this case too.
D. CMB constraints
There is an all series of CMB constraints applying on
the light mediator scenario. The main constraints are
both on the DM annihilation and on the decay of the
light mediator [29, 30].
1. CMB constraint on DM annihilation rate
The DM annihilation cross section is bounded from
above by the CMB if its annihilation produces photons.
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Figure 1: Self interaction constraints. Left: Dirac DM with
vector mediator (i.e. s-wave annihilation case). Right: Dirac
DM with scalar mediator (i.e. p-wave annihilation case). Note
that there is no significative difference if we take into ac-
count the Sommerfeld enhancement at freeze-out time, what
we didn’t do here.
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Figure 2: Left (Right): Self interaction constraints, from top
to bottom, for a DM annihilation into a pair of light vectors
(scalars) mediator a factor 10
2,4,6
smaller than the thermal
value at freezeout, which (if there were no other annihila-
tion channel) would lead to Ωχh
2
= (1.2 · 102, 1.4 · 104, 1.6 ·
10
6
) × Ω0h2 (from the fact that Ωχh2 ∝ log(〈σv〉...)/〈σv〉).
Note that there is no significative difference if we take the
Sommerfeld enhancement at freeze-out into account, what we
didn’t do here.
This constraint obviously applies to the DM annihila-
tion into a pair of light mediators if, through the portal
interaction, the light mediator decays into any SM parti-
cles except neutrinos. The constraint on the annihilation
cross section at the time of recombination (i.e. at redshift
z ∼ 1100) is
〈σv〉rec . Nχ · 4× 10−25 cm3s−1
(feff
0.1
)−1( mχ
100 GeV
)
,
(3)
where feff is related to the fraction of the released en-
ergy ending up in photons or electrons, with feff & 0.1
for any SM final states except neutrinos (see e.g. [39]),
and where Nχ = 1, 2 for Majorana and Dirac dark mat-
ter respectively. The implications of this constraint have
been analyzed at length in [30, 31]. Fixing the annihi-
lation cross section into a pair of light mediators to the
thermal value, and assuming a decay of the light media-
tors into SM particles other than neutrinos, a s-wave an-
nihilation scenario is excluded due to the fact that in this
case at the recombination time the cross section is largely
boosted by the Sommerfeld mediator multi-exchange ef-
fect (see Fig. 1 of [30]). The boost is especially large at
this time because DM at recombination time is highly
non-relativistic (v/c . 10−7). This implies in partic-
ular that the vector model of Eq. (1) is excluded for
mmed > 2me, because in this case the light vector boson
essentially decays into charged SM leptons, see Ref. [30]
for a detailed discussion. Looking at the various ways
to avoid this CMB constraint along the ”model-building
features” above, one finds the following possible ways out:
• The annihilation into mediators proceeds in p-wave.
In this case the annihilation turns out to be much
less boosted at recombination time than in the s-
wave case and is not excluded by the CMB con-
straint, see Fig. 1 of [30]. This constitutes the most
straigthforward way out. This singles out a scalar
mediator with DM a Majorana or Dirac fermion,
as for Eq. (2).
• The mediator decays dominantly into neutrinos. If
the light mediator decay only into SM particles via
a portal interaction, the CMB constraint can be
avoided for s-wave annihilation if the decay pro-
ceed into neutrinos. As the light mediator must
be a SM singlet, decay of neutrinos in simple mod-
els means also similar decay rate to the associated
charged leptons (which do produce photons), which
excludes the scenario unless mmed is below the cor-
responding mass threshold. The neutrino option is
therefore possible only if mmed < 2me [30] or if the
decay proceed only to muon and/or tau neutrinos
(with mmed < 2mµ,τ )
2. For the vector model of
2
The last option would be worth exploring further for a light Z
coupling to muon and/or tau flavor but not to electron flavor,
5Eq. (1) none of these options is possible because in
this model the vector boson couples equally to all
flavors and because for mmed < 2me the dominant
decay is not into neutrinos but into 3γ.
• The mediator has a very large lifetime. If the me-
diator has a lifetime much larger than the age of
the Universe at recombination time, the CMB con-
straint of Eq. (1) disappears. However, if the life-
time is larger than the age of the Universe today,
one has nevertheless to make sure that the light
mediator doesn’t overclose the Universe, see above.
Actually this is what happens in the vector model
of Eq. (1) for mmed . 10 keV.3 In this case the
dominant decay proceeds into 3γ and leads to a
lifetime so large that the vector boson is effectively
stable. As a result, together with the fact that for
mmed . 2me one also produces γ-rays beyond the
extragalactic γ-ray background, there is no allowed
window for this model at all [30, 31].
• The mediator decays dominantly into lighter hidden
sector particles: if the decay of the light mediator
dominantly proceeds into non SM particles, i.e. into
lighter hidden sector particles, then the constraints
on the light mediator are traded for constraints on
the fate of these lighter particles. If it is absolutely
stable or if its mass is below the e± threshold, so
that it decays dominantly into neutrinos, the CMB
constraints could be avoided. These options allow
a mass mediator above the 2me threshold, even if
the annihilation is of the s-wave type. We will not
look any further at this possibility but it could be
worth exploring it.
• DM annihilation rate into light mediators smaller
than usual thermal value: considering a cross sec-
tion into a pair of mediators below the thermal
value obviously helps. An upper bound on the
annihilation into light mediators cross section over
the thermal value can be expressed using the upper
bound coming from CMB, Eq. (3),
〈σv〉
〈σv〉th
6 15.7Nχ
Sfo
Srec
(
feff
0.1
)−1 ( mχ
100 GeV
)
(4)
with Sfo and Srec the Sommerfeld factors at freeze-
out and at the recombination era respectively.
In Fig. 3 we give the value of the upper bound
of Eq. (4), as a function of mDM for mmed =
0.3, 3, 30, 300 MeV. This plot shows that for many
but this requires a flavor symmetry which we will not consider
in this work.
3
Below the electron threshold, the light mediator lifetime is given
by τ3γ ' 2× 103
(
10
−4
/α
′)(
100 keV/m
γ
′
)9
sec [40].
values of mDM and mmed, one doesn’t need to re-
duce the cross section by a large factor with respect
to the thermal value to accommodate the CMB
constraint. For example, for mDM = 1 TeV and
mmed = 3 MeV we obtain in this way that the an-
nihilation cross section at freezeout must be about
120 times smaller than the thermal value.4
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Figure 3: Upper bound on the s-wave annihilation rate into
light mediators cross section, normalized to the thermal value.
The dashed horizontal line corresponds to a cross section with
the thermal value.
As stressed above, values of 〈σv〉〈σv〉th down to ∼ 10
−8
turns out to be compatible with self-interaction
constraints. As also stressed above, if T ′/T = 1 at
freezeout time, this implies another (faster) annihi-
lation channel for the freezeout. Such annihilation
channel must also satisfy Eq. (3), and is boosted
in the same way if it proceeds in s-wave. Thus,
the constraints on this annihilation channel are the
same as above, either the annihilation must be p-
wave or this light particle must be stable or must
have a decay channel which do not produce pho-
tons. This suggests the following simple scenario:
subdominant s-wave annihilation of DM into a pair
4
Actually, as Fig. 3 shows, there are instances which does not ex-
clude the thermal value (for mDM equal to a few tens of GeV
and mmed larger than a few tens of MeV) but these values are
not compatible with the self-interactions constraints for the vec-
tor model of Eq. (1), as a comparison with Fig. 1 shows (but
interesting to point out because possibly such instances could
work for other models).
6of light mediators, with dominant p-wave annihi-
lation into an extra (e.g. heavier) particle. This
simple way out will be at the basis of the Bγ′ and
Bφ models in Section III B below.
• T ′/T  1: as already said above too, if T ′/T < 1,
the relic density constraint requires a smaller DM
annihilation cross section than for T ′/T = 1. Thus,
in this way too, one could satisfy the constraint of
Fig. 3, even if the annihilation into a pair of light
mediators is of the s-wave type and dominant. This
will be the first way out we will consider in more
detail below, models Aγ′ and Aφ in Section III A
below. Note that, if T ′/T < 1, the DM velocity
at recombination is lower than if T ′/T = 1. But
this doesn’t change the Sommerfeld boost factor,
because already for T ′/T = 1 one lies in the regime
where this boost is saturated and doesn’t vary with
v anymore, see Fig. 1 of [30].
2. CMB constraints on mediator decay
If the light mediator has a few MeV masses, it can
decay only to e±, neutrinos and photons. If it does
mainly to electromagnetic channels, e+e− or γγ, and has
a lifetime larger than the age of the Universe at recom-
bination, τmed & 1012 sec, the energy injection it im-
plies can largely change the anisotropy structure of the
CMB. This would have been already observed unless the
light mediator abundancy is low. For a mediator life-
time equal to 1013,15,17,19,21,23,25 sec this gives an upper
bound on the amount of mediator particle (there would
be today if there were no decay). This upper bound
is [41, 42] Ωmedh
2 . 10−11.7,−10.9,−9,−7,−5,−3,−1 respec-
tively. CMB distortion constraints on decay into e+e−
or γγ are also relevant for lifetime shorter than the age
of the Universe at recombination, basically implying that
for Ωmedh
2 = 100,−1,−2,−3,−4,−5 , the lifetime should be
shorter than ∼ 105.7,6.2,6.8,8.2,10.2,12.2 sec respectively, see
[42] and refs therein. Note again that since a MeV light
mediator must be a SM singlet, production of νν¯ basi-
cally comes (in simple frameworks) with similar produc-
tion of e+e− as soon as mmed > 2me.
For a lifetime larger than the age of the Universe and
mmed < 2me, there are also constraints coming from X-
ray observation, which in a conservative way requires
τmed & 1028 sec × Ωmedh2/0.12 [43–45], and which ap-
plies basically to any scenario where the mediator decay
would produce SM particle (apart from neutrinos).
3. CMB constraint on Neff
Last but not least, the CMB put stringent constraints
on the modification of the Hubble constant at recombi-
nation time, i.e. on the number of relativistic degrees of
freedom at this time. The latter is in general expressed
in terms of the effective number of neutrinos, Neff . The
best constraint on the minimum of effective neutrinos,
from Planck satellite, gives 2.66 < Neff < 3.33 at 2σ
level [46]. For the light mediator this translates into con-
straints on its lifetime and abundancy at the time of neu-
trino decoupling. Light mediator particles which decay
after neutrino decoupling reheats the photons but not
the neutrinos. A detailed study of this effect has been
recently done in Ref. [32]. A bound applies only when
a sizeable fraction of the mediators decay after neutrino
decoupling, when T < T νdec ' 1 MeV, or equivalently
when t > tνdec ' 7 sec. This means that a bound ap-
plies only when tdec = τmedT (tdec)/mmed & tνdec where
T (tdec)/mmed is approximately the Lorentz boost factor
which applies when mmed . T νdec.
Assuming for instance that the light mediator has
mmed = 10 MeV and that it decouples chemically from
the thermal bath at T = Tdec = 10 GeV, this con-
straint excludes scenarios with a mediator lifetime equal
to 101,2,3,4 sec if nmed/nγ & 10−0.3,−0.7,−1.2,−1.7 [32]
which corresponds to Ωmedh
2 & 105.6,5.2,4.7,4.2 respec-
tively. Here we have used the conversion formula
Ωmedh
2 ' 8× 104
(
geff?
gS?
)(mmed
MeV
)(nmed
nγ
)(
T ′
T
)3
,
(5)
where all quantities are meant to be taken at T = Tdec.
For relativistically decoupling light mediators this Neff
constraint is fully relevant. From the results of Ref. [32],
one finds that the Neff constraint is compatible with
such relativistic decoupling values of the light mediator
number densities, if the light mediator lifetime is above a
lower bound which we give for various values of mmed in
Table I for the Aγ′ model (top) and for the Aφ model
(bottom). All these lifetimes have been obtained in
Ref. [32] assuming here too that Tdec = 10 GeV. For an-
other decoupling temperature, the bound will be moder-
ately affected by a factor of the relativistic degrees of free-
dom contributing to the entropy, gs(10 GeV)/gs(Tdec)
due to decoupling of relativistic species between both
temperatures.
E. BBN constraints
As well known, new light degrees of freedom may eas-
ily affect the Big Bang Nucleosynthesis process. Here
we will distinguish 2 main ways: a) photodisintegration
of light nuclei during and after the BBN process from
decay of the light particle and, b) modification of light
nuclei abundances from modification of the Hubble con-
stant and entropy injection by the light mediator.
7mγ′ (MeV) 0.01 0.03 0.1 0.3 1 3 10 30 100 300
Neff 10
6.3 105.3 104.3 103.3 102.2 101.1 100.1 10−0.4 10−0.7 10−0.9
Photodis./Entropy inj. 105.9 104.9 103.9 103.1 102.4 102.0 101.0 100.0 10−0.4 10−0.5
mφ (MeV) 0.01 0.03 0.1 0.3 1 3 10 30 100 300
Neff 10
7.3 106.3 105.3 104.3 103.2 102.1 101.1 100.1 10−0.5 10−0.7
Photodis./Entropy inj. 106.8 105.9 104.8 103.9 103.0 102.4 102.0 101.0 10−0.1 10−0.4
Table I: Upper bound on the light mediator lifetime (in seconds) from CMB Neff , BBN photodisintegration and BBN Hubble
constant/entropy injection constraints, assuming a relativistic decoupling of the light mediator for the A
γ
′ model (top) and the
Aφ model (bottom). A value of T
′
/T = 1 has been assumed at DM freezeout time.
1. Photodisintegration BBN constrains
Photons from the decay product of the light media-
tor can dissociate the light nuclei formed during BBN.
This will be in particular the case if the light media-
tor decays into γγ or e+e− and if the photons produced
in this way have an energy above the photodisintegra-
tion thresholds of 2H,3H and 4He, E
2
H
γ = 2.22 MeV,
E
3
H
γ = 6.92 MeV and E
4
He
γ = 28.3 MeV. The con-
straints on the decay lifetime into e+e− can be found
in Fig. 9 of [32] for a light mediator between keV and
GeV. If the light mediator has a mass below twice the
2H threshold, mmed < 4.4 MeV, there are no bounds.
Due to the Deuterium bottleneck, the light nuclei pre-
dominantly form only when t ≥ 180 sec. Thus, there
is not much of a constraint on the light mediator for
shorter lifetimes (or actually even up to ∼ 103.5 sec).
For instance, for mmed = 10 MeV and if the lifetime
is equal to 104 sec, the photodisintegration constraint re-
quires Ωmedh
2 < 104.9. For lifetimes equal to 106 sec and
108 sec one needs Ωmedh
2 < 103.8 and Ωmedh
2 < 103.1
respectively.
2. BBN constraint from modification of the Hubble
constant and entropy injection
As long as the mediator has not decayed it modifies
the Hubble constant. Subsequently its decays inject en-
tropy into the medium. Both effects modify the rela-
tion between time and temperature, which leads to mod-
ification of the light nuclei abundances. From the ob-
servational constraints on these abundances this gives
an upper bound on the light mediator number (prior
to decay) as a function of its lifetime. This bound
is relevant only when a sizable fraction of the media-
tors decays after light element are dominantly formed,
when t > tBBN ' 180 sec, or equivalently when T <
TBBN ' 0.07 MeV. This means that it applies only when
tdec = τmedT (tdec)/mmed & tBBN where T (tdec)/mmed is
the relativistic Lorentz boost factor which applies when
mmed . TBBN . Similarly to the Neff bound, this
bound applies when the number of light mediators is
large prior to the decay, as is the case when it decou-
ples relativistically. Using the results of Ref. [32], in Ta-
ble I we give the upper bounds on the light mediator
lifetime that the Hubble constant/entropy injection con-
straints together with the previous photodisintegration
constraint require, assuming that it decouples relativisti-
cally at Tdec = 10 GeV. Note that for a mediator which
decouples relativistically, the Hubble constant and en-
tropy injection constraints turn out to be always more
stringent than the photodisintegration one.
3. Summing up the constraints on light mediator decay and
number density
From the above one concludes that, on top of the CMB
constraint on Neff , both the BBN photodisintegration
and Hubble constant/entropy injection constraints are
also relevant for what concerns the abundancy and life-
time of the mediator. These 3 constraints together ba-
sically exclude all simple scenarios unless one of the fol-
lowing main options are fulfilled:
• The light mediator lifetime is below the values given
in Table I [32]. In this way we avoid all these con-
straints even if the light mediator decouples rela-
tivistically and if afterwards the only process it un-
dergoes is to decay largely into electromagnetically
interacting SM particles. This will be the way out
we will use for models Bγ′ and Bφ in Section III B.
• There is a mechanism to suppress the light medi-
ator population below the value resulting from its
relativistic decoupling at DM freezeout. The re-
duction of the number density required by the Neff
and entropy injection constraints are relatively mild
(2-3 orders of magnitude), whereas the one required
by the photo-disintegration for large lifetime and
mDM > 4.4 MeV is larger (up to ∼ 7-12 orders of
magnitude). In order to reduce this number density
the simplest options are:
– a) that the T ′/T ratio is smaller than unity
so that its number is reduced by a (T ′/T )3
factor. If the mass is below 4.4 MeV one
just needs T ′/T . 1/5 to reduce the mediator
abundancy by the ∼ 2-3 orders of magnitude
8quoted above. For a larger mass, whatever the
lifetime is, one can always reduce the abun-
dance in this way so that Ωmedh
2 . 10−4,−5
(by today if it was not decaying). This re-
quires T ′/T . 10−2,−3. This will be the sim-
ple way out we will use for models Aγ′ and Aφ
in Section III A below.
– b) that the light mediator population is re-
duced after decoupling with DM through an
extra annihilation process (so that it decou-
ples non-relativistically) or through a decay
to an extra particle (with constraints holding
then on this extra particle). This will be the
(more complicated) way out we will consider
for model C in Section III C below.
Let us repeat here that such a reduction of the
number density is necessary even if the medi-
ator is stable, due to the non overclosure con-
straint above. In this case one has also to look
for a possible constraint from the modification
of the Hubble constant that the light media-
tor induces at BBN and CMB times. However
this doesn’t apply as long as DM is already
enough non-relativistic by BBN time, i.e. for
mmed & 0.1 MeV.
All these constraints are on the mediator abundancy
and lifetime. Whether the DM annihilation into light
mediators is dominant or subdominant or whether it is
s-wave or p-wave, is of less importance here.
F. Supernovae constraints
Dark matter models with a MeV-scale mediator can
also be constrained by observations of supernovae col-
lapse, and more specifically SN1987A [47]. The physics
of supernovae is subject to systematic uncertainties and
such constraints are less robust that those based on cos-
mological production and decay of light mediator. In
particular, for the models of Eqs. 1 and 2 and for ∼MeV
mediator, one can derive constraints on the portal pa-
rameter  /∈ [10−10, 10−6] [47–50] and λφ /∈ [10−5, 10−3]×
(vφ/GeV) [51–53] respectively. These constraints can be
relevant in some cases, in particular for the scalar medi-
ator case [32] but are in most cases less stringent than
the other constraints, so that they do not change much
the overall picture. In the following all the results we will
present will be always for parameters which fulfill those
constraints.
G. Direct detection constraints
This constraint is all about the type and size of por-
tal one assumes. If the light mediator couples sizably
to nucleons through a portal, the DM scattering on nu-
cleon is largely enhanced by the lightness of the media-
tor. The t-channel mediator propagator is proportional
to 1/(2mNER+m
2
med), withmN and ER the mass and re-
coil energy of the nucleon. Since the recoil energy thresh-
old of direct detection experiments is of order few keV,
this means that the lightest is the mediator the larger
is the signal, down to value of mmed ∼ 30 MeV where
the denominator saturates. With respect to usual frame-
works where the mediator would lie at the electroweak
scale or above, the enhancement of the cross section is
huge. This strongly bounds from above the combination
of couplings involved in this scattering. For the vector
and scalar boson mediators of Eqs. (1) and (2) the di-
rect detection constraint is on κKM ≡
√
α′/α ·  and
κHP ≡ yφ sin (2θ) /2, with α′ = g2γ′/4pi and tan 2θ =
λvφvh/
(
m2h −m2φ
)
.
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Figure 4: Direct detection constraints for an interaction me-
diated by a light mediator (i.e. mmed . 30 MeV). The blue
(orange) solid line is the current constraints from Xenon 1T
experiment [54], while the dashed blue (orange) line shows
prospects for LZ experiment after 1000 days of exposure in
the kinetic mixing (Higgs) portal model, from [37].
For a light mediator below ∼ 30 MeV and mDM
above ∼ GeV, as typically required by self-interactions
constraints, the direct detection constraint doesn’t de-
pend on the mass of the mediator, and typically requires
κHP . 10−9 and κKM . 3×10−10 for a Higgs portal or a
kinetic mixing portal respectively. This is shown in Fig.
4 where limits on κKM have been taken from [37] and
limits on κHP have been obtained from the one on κKM
from a proper recasting of the couplings5. To consider a
value of mmed ∼ 100 MeV hardly relaxes this bound.
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The substitution to be made is κHP → κKM ×
(
4piαZ
yhnnA
)
, with
9As said above, a tiny portal is no problem at all for
fulfilling the self-interaction constraints, as Figs. 1 and
2 are obtained assuming a negligible effect of the portal
on the self-interactions, but such a tiny portal is easily in
contradiction with the BBN and CMB constraints which,
as discussed above, require in many setups a larger por-
tal in order that the mediator decays fast enough into
SM particles. For the scalar model of Eq. (2) the ten-
sion between the BBN constraints and the direct de-
tection constraint, together with self-interactions con-
straints, have been shown [32] to exclude the model,
except for a very small region of the parameter space,
which gets even tinier when one adds the Supernovae
constraints. The still allowed region requires mmed ∼ 1.1
MeV and mDM ∼ 0.5 GeV [32]. The smallness of this
still allowed parameter space region stems from the fact
that in this case the decay width is suppressed by the
small value of the electron Yukawa coupling, whereas di-
rect detection proceeds through the Higgs boson to nu-
cleon coupling which is not so suppressed. For the vector
model of Eq (1) this tension is not so strong, as a result
of the fact that the vector boson decays is not more sup-
pressed than the vector boson to nucleon coupling; both
couplings involve one power of  and nothing else. How-
ever as explained above, this latter case is excluded by
the CMB constraint of Eq. (3) because it proceeds in a
s-wave way.
To weaken the tension just explained, one possibility is
to weaken the BBN constraints, along the various ways
listed above. The other possibility is to weaken the direct
detection constraint. There are various simple options to
do so:
• Frameworks where the DM to mediator coupling is
reduced. In scenarios where this coupling is re-
duced, i.e. in models where the annihilation rate
into light mediators is below the thermal value,
because subdominant or because T ′/T < 1, not
only the BBN/CMB constraints are reduced (see
above) but also the direct detection rate. The ten-
sion just explained is consequently reduced from
both the BBN/CMB side and from the direct de-
tection side. This increases the region allowed by
these constraints.
• the DM to nucleon interaction is spin dependent
and/or velocity suppressed. If DM couples to a light
vector boson in an axial way or to a light scalar bo-
son in a pseudoscalar way, the DM to nucleon inter-
action will be either spin dependent or suppressed
by the small DM velocity, see e.g. [55]. Such kind of
couplings lead to specific Sommerfeld enhancement
behaviors for the self-interactions as well as for the
Z and A the number of proton and of nucleon in a Xenon nu-
cleus. yhnn is the effective coupling between the Higgs boson
and nucleon, yhnn ' 1.2× 10−3 [51].
DM annihilation. It would be worth to explore fur-
ther these possibilities, which we will not do in this
work.
• Small DM to mediator mass ratio. In this case the
direct detection signal is not boosted anymore and
the self-interactions constraints can still be fulfilled
in the Born regime. A very minimal model of this
kind fulfilling all the constraints can be found in
Ref. [56]. In this case one has no more velocity
dependence of the self-interactions, which is not
excluded but not ideal to accommodate all self-
interactions constraints at different velocities. We
will not consider any further this possibility here,
as it is not anymore a “light mediator” scenario.
H. Indirect detection constraints
A mediator much lighter than the DM particle not only
boosts the self-interactions, the direct detection and the
effects on the CMB. It also boosts the annihilation today
into lighter particles. It is well-known that the Sommer-
feld effect for s-wave annihilation boosts indirect detec-
tion rates, as a result of the small dark matter particle
velocity today. For a p-wave annihilation, indirect detec-
tion signals are in general considered as hopeless because
suppressed by 2 powers of the velocity v. Nevertheless,
in presence of a light mediator, the Sommerfeld effect
can compensate for this suppression, a property which
has been hardly considered (see [57] for an example of
non self-interacting model). The Sommerfeld enhance-
ment factor in the p-wave case goes like 1/v3 , giving an
overall 1/v dependence which is similar to the one arising
in the Sommerfeld enhanced s-wave case. This arises in
the same way as for the Sommerfeld boost enhancing the
cross section at the CMB time, except that for the CMB
the velocity is so small that the scaling in v doesn’t go
anymore in 1/v as for indirect detection but scales as v0
and v for s-wave and p-wave respectively [30].
Below we will show that for one of the scenarios con-
sidered, the p-wave DM annihilation can lead to an ob-
servable indirect detection signal, see section III C.
I. Direct limits on the size of the portals
For the light scalar mediator case the Higgs portal in-
teraction, Eq. (2), induces an invisible decay channel for
the Higgs boson, H → φφ. The current LHC bound is
ΓInv < 1.5 MeV [64], to be compared with the decay
width induced by the Higgs portal interaction
ΓH→φφ ' 1.5
(
λφH
1.8× 10−2
)2
MeV (6)
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Figure 5: Indirect detection constraints on the DM annihila-
tion cross section. Blue solid lines show current constraints
for annihilation in the Milky Way and have been taken from
[58–61] and [62]. Orange solid line shows current constraints
for annihilation in dwarf galaxies [63]. All these constraints
assume a NFW profile
This gives the upper bound: λφH < 1.8× 10−2.
For the kinetic mixing portal, there are many con-
straints applying on the  parameter, on top of the Super-
novae constraints already mentioned above, see e.g. [65–
69].
III. MINIMAL WAYS OUT
From the long list of constraints above it is clear that
the simplest light mediator models one can consider,
models Aγ′ and Aφ of Eqs (1) and (2), are either ex-
cluded (Aγ′ ) or very marginally allowed (Aφ). The dis-
cussion above nevertheless suggests specific ways out. In
this Section we will present a number of simple scenar-
ios/models which, based on these ways out, can easily
work well.
We start by showing that nothing but the Aγ′ and Aφ
models, which do not involve any extra particles beside
the DM and light mediator ones, actually are in agree-
ment with all constraints if we simply relax the assump-
tion that T ′/T ' 1 when DM decouples. Subsequently
we will consider models which do assume extra light par-
ticles, to which DM can annihilate dominantly (models
Bγ′ and Bφ) or to which the light mediator can decay
or annihilate, models C and D. Some more comments on
the neutrino option (which does not require extra light
particles) will be given in subsection E.
A. The simplest option: DM annihilation into light
mediator in a hidden sector with T
′
< T
As said above, the self-interaction constraints do not
require any connector between the DM/light mediator
sector and the SM sector. Thus, it is perfectly con-
ceivable that the DM/light mediator populations form
a thermalized hidden sector which has never thermalized
with the SM one. This possibility goes well along the
fact that a MeV mediator must have anyway somewhat
reduced interactions with the SM particles to have not
been observed already. In particular, the experimental
constraints applying on the size of the kinetic mixing
portal, which we mentioned above [65–69], require this
portal to be feeble, especially for a γ′ below the MeV
scale. Thus, let us assume that T ′/T is sizably smaller
than unity. This option doesn’t require any new particle
beside the DM and light mediator ones. In the following
we will show that nothing but the two truly minimal Aγ′
and Aφ models of Eqs. (1) and (2) works well as soon as
we allow for T ′/T to be sizably below unity.6
Before discussing how these 2 models behave when
T ′/T < 1, it is interesting to stress that if DM ther-
malizes within a hidden sector that has temperature T ′,
the DM relic density constraint sets a model independent
lower bound on the value of T ′/T . This is to be antic-
ipated because, if T ′/T is too low, there will be simply
too few DM particles. The maximum number of relic DM
particles one can have today cannot exceed the number
there were when these particles were relativistic and is
saturated if DM decouples relativistically. In this case
the number of particles at the temperature DM is decou-
pling is
nDM =
ζ(3)
pi2
geffDMT
′3. (7)
Thus, it is suppressed by a (T ′/T )3 factor. Imposing that
it gives a relic density at least as large as the observed
one, this gives the lower bound
T ′
T
≥ 2.46× 10−4×
(
100 GeV
mDM
)1/3
×
(
gS? (Tdec)
geffDM (T
′
dec)
)1/3
,
(8)
with Tdec and T
′
dec the value of T and T
′ when DM decou-
ples. This lower bound is basically model independent.
Although it is difficult to conceive that such a model in-
dependent “T ′/T floor” has not been already derived, we
didn’t find any paper presenting it.
6
It was already suggested long ago [70] that to consider T
′
/T < 1
will relax the direct detection and BBN constraint and could
work, for instance with a kinetic mixing portal, even if for the
model considered in this reference (i.e. spin-1 hidden vector DM
model with Higgs portal) the (too?) stringent BBN constraints
applied there excluded this scenario.
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Next, it is useful to derive the lower bound which holds
on the hidden sector interaction by requiring that the hid-
den sector has thermalized before DM decouples, so that
a hidden sector T ′ temperature can be defined. For mod-
els Aγ′ and Aφ this bound can be approximately obtained
by requiring that the Γ/H|T ′=mDM > 1 inequality holds.
Naming α′ ≡ g2γ′/4pi and αφ ≡ y2φ/4pi, this requires
α′ & 5.98× 10−9 T
T ′

√
geff? (T )
geffDM (T
′)
1/2 ( mDM
100 GeV
)1/2
(9)
αφ & 3.95× 10−9
T
T ′

√
geff? (T )
geffDM (T
′)
1/2 ( mDM
100 GeV
)1/2
(10)
The left and right panels of Fig. 6 gives as a func-
tion of mDM the value of (T
′/T )T=Tdec which leads to
the observed relic density for four example values of the
dark gauge coupling, α′ = 10−3,−4,−5,−6 and four exam-
ple values of the Yukawa coupling αφ = 10
−3,−4,−5,−6,
respectively.
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Figure 6: As a function of the DM mass, value of
(T
′
/T )T=Tdec one needs in order to reproduce the observed
relic abundance of DM for a given set of couplings α
′
=
10
−3,−4,−5,−6
(left) and αφ = 10
−3,−4,−5,−6
(right), for the
A
γ
′ and Aφ models respectively, and assuming no connection
to the SM. The black solid line shows the model independent
“T
′
/T floor” lower bound on T
′
/T obtained in Eq. (8). The
crosses show the value of mDM above which Eqs. (9) and (10)
are no longer satisfied, i.e. above which Γ/H|
T
′
=mDM
< 1.
Various features of Fig. 6 can be understood in the fol-
lowing way. For a given value of α′ (or αφ), the larger
mDM is, the smaller T
′/T must be, as a result of the
fact that ΩDM scales as ∼ (T ′/T )/〈σv〉. Thus, the larger
mDM is, the smaller must be the Boltzmann suppression
after DM becomes non-relativistic. Thus, when one in-
creases mDM for fixed value of α
′ (or αφ) at some point
one asymptotically reaches the “T ′/T floor” of Eq. (8)
(shown by black solid line in Fig. 6). This floor corre-
sponds to a decoupling when the DM number density
has still its relativistic value, i.e. no Boltzmann suppres-
sion. For each value of α′ (or αφ) we have also indicated
with a cross the value of mDM , which we call m
∗
DM ,
for which the approximate hidden sector thermalization
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Figure 7: For α
′
= 10
−4
(left) and αφ = 10
−4
(right), maxi-
mal values of the kinetic mixing log10 [] (left) and Higgs por-
tal coupling log10
[
λφ
]
(right) for which the number of DM
and light mediator particles created through the portal never
exceeds the number one has without portal assuming that
(T
′
/T )T=Tdec is as given in Fig. 6.
condition holds, Γ/H|T ′=mDM = 1. Thus, along each
line, for mDM < m
∗
DM the hidden sector thermalizes,
whereas for mDM > m
∗
DM it does not thermalize. This
is to be expected because, for fixed hidden sector cou-
pling, the larger mDM , the smaller Γ/H|T ′=mDM . Thus,
for approximately mDM > m
∗
DM the line makes sense
only if one assumes that the hidden sector has thermal-
ized before from another interaction in the UV. That
the m∗DM crosses lie close to the blue line T
′/T floor is
not surprising. If the approximate thermalization con-
dition, Γ/H|T ′=mDM > 1, holds, one expects that DM
will decouple with a number density which is already
Boltzmann suppressed, so that in Fig. 6 the crosses lie
above the “T ′/T floor”. Conversely, if this condition
doesn’t hold one approximately does not expect any siz-
able Boltzmann suppression so that one lies close to the
black “T ′/T floor” line.
The results of Fig. 6 have been obtained assuming no
portal interaction at all. Switching on this interaction,
these results are basically unchanged as long as the portal
is small enough not to heat the hidden sector to a tem-
perature T ′ beyond the one assumed above. Fig. 7 gives
as a function of mDM and mmed the upper bound on the
portal parameter one gets imposing that the portal never
lead to numbers of DM and light mediator particles which
are larger than the ones one has without portal, taking
for T ′/T the value given in Fig. 6. Here too we fixed
the dark sector interaction to the values α′ = 10−4 and
αφ = 10
−4. Although there are viable regions of parame-
ters where the portal exceeds these values (along reanni-
hilation and secluded freeze-out ways where the hidden
sector temperature T ′ is dominantly due to the energy
transferred through the portal [38, 71]), here for simplic-
ity we will calculate the relic density assuming that the
portal has a negligible effect on it (which means our re-
sults will be strictly valid only for portal values below
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the ones reported in Fig. (7)).7
Let’s now discuss the various constraints one by one in
this T ′/T < 1 scenario for both models:
• CMB: the CMB constraint on the DM annihila-
tion cross section, Eq. (3), is avoided in the scalar
Aφ model because the annihilation is p-wave. For
T ′/T = 1 at DM decoupling this constraint ex-
cludes the vector Aγ′ model for mmed > 2me (see
above), but now it is relaxed by the fact that if
T ′/T < 1, the annihilation cross section leading to
the observed relic density is reduced by a factor of
∼ T ′/T . As a result, one can easily avoid this con-
straint, see Fig. 3. Figs. 8 show the values of mDM
and mmed which, with T
′/T as given in Figs. 6,
allow to satisfy this constraint (for α′ (left) and
αφ (right) equal to 10
−4). This CMB constraint is
also trivially satisfied if there is no portal at all (or
a very tiny one) so that the light mediator has a
lifetime sizably larger than the age of the Universe
at recombination time.
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Figure 8: log10
[〈σv〉rec /mDM] at the CMB epoch as a func-
tion of DM and mediator masses for the vector A
γ
′ model with
α
′
= 10
−4
(left) and for the scalar Aφ model with αφ = 10
−4
(right). The solid black line gives 〈σv〉rec /mDM = 4× 10−27
cm
3
s
−1
GeV
−1
which is the upper bound value resulting from
Eq. (3). The region below this line is excluded.
The CMB constraints on the light mediator de-
cay are also relaxed when T ′/T < 1, as the num-
ber of mediators left when they decouple from the
DM particles is a factor (T ′/T )3 smaller than for
T ′/T = 1. As a result, with portal values bounded
from above by the values given in Fig. 7, one can
check that the γ′ lifetime obtained can be easily
fast enough to avoid this bound. It shows that,
for example for mmed = 10 MeV (1.5 MeV), the
7
Related to Fig. 6 too, let us stress that the T
′
/T floor in this
figure is interesting in itself for any model independently of the
self-interaction issue. It gives the value of T
′
/T for which DM
can be a hot relic (but still cold DM subsequently since mDM 
keV) and still leads to the observed relic density (i.e. without
the need of any Boltzmann suppression), despite of the fact that
mDM  eV.
CMB constraint on the decay is satisfied provided
mDM & 117 GeV (74 GeV). Fig. 6 shows that this
is obtained thanks to the fact that in this case T ′/T
is smaller than 0.02 (0.04). This shows how easy it
is to avoid this CMB constraint as soon as T ′/T is
sizably smaller than unity.
Finally, as soon as one considers values of T ′/T be-
low unity, the Neff CMB constraint quickly gets ir-
relevant, again because the number density of light
mediators is relaxed by a factor of (T ′/T )3. More-
over, if the light mediator still decays relativisti-
cally after neutrino decoupling each decay injects
less energy after neutrino decoupling than in the
T ′/T ∼ 1 case and its decay is less boosted, so
that there are less decays after neutrino decou-
pling. This weakens the constraint further. Thus,
from the upper bound obtained on the light medi-
ator number density as a function of its lifetime for
T ′/T = 1, one can get conservative upper bounds
on this lifetime holding for the T ′/T < 1 case, sim-
ply by multiplying the light mediator number den-
sity by a (T ′/T )3 factor. Assuming the light medi-
ator decouples relativistically, as it is the case for
model Aγ′ and Aφ, Table II gives the upper bound
on the lifetime this leads to for various values of
mmed and T
′/T . These can be compared with the
first line of the same table, where T ′/T = 1.
τmed (sec)
mγ′ (MeV) mφ (MeV)
3 10 30 100 3 10 30 100
T
′
T
1 101.1 100.1 10−0.4 10−0.7 102.1 101.1 100.1 10−0.5
0.1 107.3 106.3 105.3 104.3 108.3 107.3 106.3 105.3
0.01 > > > > > > > >
0.001 > > > > > > > >
Table II: For various values of T
′
/T taken at DM freeze-
out, upper bound on the light mediator lifetime from Neff
at CMB, assuming a relativistic decoupling for the A
γ
′ model
(left) and the Aφ model (right). The T
′
/T = 1 line is as in
Table I and ”>” indicates an upper bound greater than 10
8
sec.
Note also that if the light mediator is effectively
stable, as it is the case if there is no portal or for
the vector Aγ′ model for mmed < 2me (see above),
the only relevant constraints is the non-overclosure
one (or more exactly that its relic density is smaller
than the DM observed one) and the modification of
the Hubble constant. The (T ′/T )3 suppression of
the mediator number density allows to easily fulfill
these constraints.
• BBN: if the mediator is effectively stable there
is no relevant BBN constraint. Only the Hubble
constant modification constraint could be an issue
but not if the mediator is already non-relativistic
when BBN occurs (which is the case if mmed &
0.1 MeV as we assume here). If instead the portal
13
doesn’t vanish, the Hubble constant/entropy injec-
tion BBN constraint, as well as photodisintegration
constraints (for mmed > 4.4 MeV) are also relaxed
by the (T ′/T )3 suppression of the light mediator
number density. Applying a conservative (T ′/T )3
suppression to the light mediator number density,
Table III gives the upper bounds on the light me-
diator lifetime one gets from these 2 constraints for
various values of mmed and T
′/T . Again one sees
how quickly these bounds get relaxed as soon as
T ′/T is below one.
τmed (sec)
mγ′ (MeV) mφ (MeV)
3 10 30 100 3 10 30 100
T
′
T
1 102.0 101.0 100.0 10−0.4 102.4 102.0 101.0 10−0.1
0.1 106.9 104.1 103.9 103.8 107.8 104.2 104.0 103.9
0.01 > > 104.7 104.5 > 107.6 104.9 104.7
0.001 > > > 107.0 > > > >
Table III: For various values of T
′
/T taken at DM freeze-out,
upper bound on the light mediator lifetime from photodisinte-
gration and Hubble constant/entropy injection during BBN,
assuming a relativistic decoupling for the A
γ
′ model (left) and
the Aφ model (right). The T
′
/T = 1 line is as in Table I and
”>” indicates an upper bound greater than 10
8
sec.
• Direct detection: For the entire DM and mediator
masses range we consider in Figs. 7, the connector
κ is below or almost below current direct detection
constraints given in Fig. 4 (κKM . 10−10.5 and
κHP . 10−13
( vφ
GeV
)
). But, again, if T ′/T < 1,
the DM to mediator coupling needed to get the ob-
served relic density is even smaller than the one one
needs in the T ′/T = 1 case. As a result, the direct
detection constraint can be easily further satisfied.
• Indirect detection: Here too the signal is reduced
as a result of the fact that the DM to mediator
coupling is reduced.
In Fig. 9 we show in the mmed-mDM plane what are
the various constraints just discussed for the vector Aγ′
model, for α′ = 10−4 (left) and α′ = 10−5 (right),
and for 3 values of . In this plot the BBN excluded
region combines both photodisintegration and Hubble
constant/entropy injection BBN constraints, as well as
the Neff constraint. These constraints have been ob-
tained applying the conservative (T ′/T )3 suppression of
the light mediator number density in the bounds exist-
ing for T ′/T = 1 [32]. We also show on the same plot
the indirect detection constraints as well as the region
which fulfills the self-interactions constraints. Note that
the all parameter space is allowed by direct detection ex-
periments. For these plots the value of T ′/T is set by the
relic density constraint, assuming, as said above, that the
portal has no effect on it. The dashed green line gives the
value of mDM below which this holds, i.e. below which
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Figure 9: Constraints from CMB, BBN, self-interaction, indi-
rect and direct detection all together for the vector A
γ
′ model
with α
′
= 10
−4
(left) and α
′
= 10
−5
(right), for three different
values of .
 lies below the values given in Fig. 7. Thus, all the
white region below this line in Fig. 9 is clearly allowed,
whereas above this line the white region is expected to
be still largely allowed but to show that explicitly would
require to calculate the relic density including the effect
of the portal (along a reannihilation or secluded produc-
tion regime [38], which is beyond the scope of this work).
Note that for α′ = 10−5 the annihilation rate is smaller
than for α′ = 10−4, so that the DM number density is less
Boltzmann suppressed at freeze-out. Thus, in this case,
one needs a smaller value of T ′/T , see Fig. 6, and the
mediator density is more suppressed. As a result, the as-
sociated BBN and CMB constraints are further relaxed,
see Fig. 9.
Fig. 10 applies in a similar way to the scalar Aφ model,
for αφ = 10
−4 (left) and αφ = 10
−5 (right), and 3 val-
ues of λφ. As noted above, for mmed > 2me the decay
width is suppressed not only by the scalar mixing angle,
tan 2θ = vφvHλφ/(m
2
H − m2φ) but also by the electron
Yukawa coupling. As a result, the BBN upper bound on
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Figure 10: Constraints from CMB, BBN, self-interaction, in-
direct and direct detection all together for the vector Aφ
model with αφ = 10
−4
(left) and αφ = 10
−5
(right), for three
different values of λφ.
the light mediator lifetime requires relatively large values
of sin θ and λφ. However the production of hidden sec-
tor particles from the SM thermal bath have processes
involving only λφ, for example HH → φφ. These pro-
cesses can easily thermalize the hidden sector with the
visible one at high temperature. Thus, the BBN con-
straints are in tension with the assumption of a low T ′/T
ratio. This is shown in Figs.10 where BBN constraints ex-
clude the all parameter space above the electron thresh-
old mmed > 2me. In particular the narrow region which
in the case T ′/T = 1 is still not excluded for this model
(for mDM ∼ 0.5 GeV and mmed ∼ 1.1 MeV [32]) disap-
pears for T ′/T < 1 because this region is viable thanks
to a large value of the Higgs portal interaction (so that
the light mediator decays just fast enough to avoid the
BBN constraints) but this large value of the Higgs portal
deeply thermalize both sectors, so that T ′/T = 1. How-
ever, as Fig. 10 shows, the scalar option is now widely
open for mmed < 2me, unlike for the T
′/T = 1 case.
Below the e+e− threshold the decay width is loop sup-
pressed and leads to large lifetime which are forbidden
in the T ′/T case but not anymore in the T ′/T case. For
α′ = 10−5 this even allows values of mDM below the GeV
scale.
Finally let us stress that, from the discussion of each
constraint above, it appears that both model Aγ′ and Aφ
are perfectly viable without any portal at all, i.e. with a
stable mediator. In this case only the modification of the
Hubble constant that the light mediator implies at BBN
and CMB times, as well as the non overclosure constraint
are relevant. The former one is satisfied as soon as the
mediator mass is taken large enough for the mediator to
be enough non-relativistic at these times. As for the later
constraint, requiring that Ωmedh
2 < 0.1188, it gives
T ′
T
≤ 1.14× 10−2 ×
(
MeV
mmed
)1/3
×
(
gS? (Tdec)
geffmed(T
′
dec)
)1/3
,
(11)
where all quantities are taken at the DM freeze-out time.
This upper bound lies well above the lower bound of
Eq. (8), as a result of the fact that mmed  mDM , so
that the scenario is perfectly viable.
B. The other simplest option: subleading DM
annihilation into light mediators
We follow with an option which is also quite simple.
This option does require at least one extra new particle
beyond the DM and light mediator, but not necessarily a
light one, which allow to fulfill all constraints in a much
easier way than if this extra particle was light (in par-
ticular lighter than the light mediator). If the DM relic
density doesn’t result from the freezeout of its annihila-
tion into light mediators, but from another annihilation,
say DM DM → XX, the annihilation rate into these
light mediators could be much smaller than the thermal
value. As stressed above, Fig. 2, the self-interaction con-
straints can be fulfilled with couplings to the light me-
diator much smaller than the ones needed for freezeout.
In this case one avoids easily the CMB constraint on the
DM annihilation rate into light mediators even if it pro-
ceeds in a s-wave way, see Fig. 3. On the other hand, the
leading annihilation channel, DM DM → XX, could be
p-wave to satisfy this CMB constraint. The direct detec-
tion constraint is relaxed by the fact that the mediator
to DM coupling is reduced. Probably the simplest option
of this kind turns out to have as DM a (Dirac) fermion,
as light mediator a gauge boson γ′ (or a scalar φ) and for
the extra particle X a scalar S (which could be real or
complex, for definiteness we take it to be real and con-
sider only interactions which contain an even number of
them), i.e. to simply add a Yukawa interaction between
the DM particle and extra scalar S to the Aγ′ and Aφ
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models above,
Model Bγ′ : L 3 −gγ′µJµDM −

2
FYµνF
′µν
−ySSψ¯ψ + λHSH†HS2 (12)
Model Bφ : 3 −yφφχχ+ h.c.− λφ†φH†H
−ySSψ¯ψ + λHSH†HS2 + λφSφ†φS2
(13)
with JµDM = ψ¯γ
µψ. Here we have also indicated the
possible quartic interactions that can be written down.
Let us discuss in more details how we can avoid each of
the constraint separately:
• CMB : the DM annihilation into a pair of heavy
S scalars doesn’t cause any large CMB distortion
because this is a p-wave annihilation (for Eq. (3)).
For the scalar Bφ model, the DM annihilation into
light mediators is also p-wave. For the vector Bγ′
model, on the other hand, the DM annihilation into
light mediators is of the s-wave type but, since it is
subleading, it has a cross section smaller than the
thermal value, so that it can be easily slow enough
to satisfy the bounds of Fig. 3. The decays of the
heavy (S) and light bosons (γ′ or φ) do not cause
any problem either for CMB because they can eas-
ily be fast enough to have any effect on the CMB
or Neff .
8
• BBN : being much beyond the MeV scale, the S
scalar can easily have a large enough decay width
to decay before it would cause any problems for
BBN. For the vector Bγ′ model, the γ
′ can easily
have a lifetime short enough to avoid the BBN. The
BBN constraints related to the φ mediator in the
Bφ model can also be fulfilled in an easier way be-
cause direct detection constraints are relaxed, and
thus allows this light mediator to decay faster.
• Direct detection : the direct detection constraint
are relaxed because the DM to light mediator cou-
pling is reduced. As a result, for the Bγ′ model the
region which is allowed by BBN and direct detec-
tion is much larger than for the Aγ′ model (with
T ′/T = 1). This model illustrates well how simple
it can be to fulfill all constraints when one stops to
assume that the light mediator is playing the key
role in the DM freezeout. For the scalar Bφ model,
the tension between these constraints, which left
only a tiny allowed region for the Aφ model (with
T ′/T = 1), is now reduced, and consequently this
8
The vector γ
′
and the scalars S and φ can decay into a pair
of charged fermions through the kinetic mixing or through the
mixing with the Higgs scalar respectively.
region is now enlarged. The allowed region, never-
theless, still remains relatively small, even if much
larger.
• Indirect detection : the indirect detection signal
from DM annihilation into a pair of light medi-
ators is reduced because the corresponding cross
section is now below the thermal value. As for in-
direct detection from annihilation into a pair of S
it is p-wave and for the parameter space which is
allowed by the other constraints we found that it is
suppressed.
Table IV presents numerical examples of sets of pa-
rameters which satisfy all constraints for the Bγ′ model,
as well as for the Bφ model.
C. The p-wave option with reduction of the light
mediator number density from decay into extra
hidden sector particles
A next possibility arises assuming that the annihilation
into the light mediator is of the p-wave type and domi-
nates the freezeout, and that the light mediator number
density is reduced after relativistic decoupling from decay
of this light mediator into an extra particle.9 To have a
p-wave annihilation, the light mediator must necessarily
be a scalar, φ. The simplest model along these hypothesis
is probably to assume that the extra particle is a scalar
particle S (which we take here too to be real for definite-
ness, with even number of them in all interactions), as
following,
Model C : L = −(yφφχcχ+ h.c.)− λφHφ†φH†H
−λφSφ†φS2 − λHSH†HS2 (14)
with φ the light mediator and S the extra light scalar
into which φ decays, φ → SS, and/or annihilate. Here
we assume for simplicity that there is no Sχχ Yukawa
coupling (which can be justified on the basis of a sym-
metry), or that it has a negligible effect. Note that in
order to decay the light mediator φ must have a vev.
The various constraints are fulfilled in the following way:
• CMB : the DM annihilation into a pair of scalar
light mediators doesn’t cause any large CMB dis-
tortion because this is a p-wave annihilation (for
Eq. (3)). The light scalars can decay fast enough
to have any sizable effect on the CMB. The Neff
constraint is satisfied from fast enough decay of the
scalars.
9
A decay exclusively into SM particles through the Higgs portal
is forbidden by the combination of direct detection and BBN
constraints (for mDM & 1 GeV).
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mDM mγ′ mS α
′ yS
σT /mDM σDMDM→γ′γ′
σthermal
κ
γ
′
(
κ
γ
′
κ
DD
KM
)
κS
(
κS
κ
DD
HP
)
τ
γ
′ τS
(GeV) (MeV) (GeV) (cm
2
/g) (sec) (sec)
83 18 31 1.7× 10−4 0.25 0.18 1.2× 10−2 1.8× 10−11 (0.55) 1.1× 10−10 ( 1) 0.30 0.089
326 12 62 6.5× 10−5 0.51 0.35 1.2× 10−4 2.3× 10−11 (0.35) 1.8× 10−10 ( 1) 0.12 0.006
617 11 12 3.8× 10−4 0.70 0.13 1.0× 10−3 4.4× 10−11 (0.47) 4.4× 10−10 ( 1) 0.22 0.020
mDM mφ mS αφ yS
σT /mDM σDMDM→φφ
σthermal
κφ
(
κφ
κ
DD
HP
)
κS
(
κS
κ
DD
HP
)
τφ τS
(GeV) (MeV) (GeV) (cm
2
/g) (sec) (sec)
0.5 1.1 0.01 1.5× 10−5 0.02 0.19 0.23 6.8× 10−7 (0.60) 9.4× 10−8 (0.09) 27 1
2 3 0.01 4.5× 10−5 0.04 0.13 0.13 1.9× 10−7 (0.99) 1.9× 10−7 (0.99) 24 1
326 12 62 6.5× 10−5 0.51 0.35 1.0× 10−5 1.4× 10−8 (6.17) 1.8× 10−10 ( 1) 38 0.006
Table IV: Examples of parameters values which satisfy the various constraints for model B
γ
′ (top) and Bφ (bottom). κ
DD
HP
and κ
DD
KM stand for the current experimental upper limit on κHP and κKM respectively for the masses considered, see Fig. 4.
That these sets of couplings satisfy the CMB constraint of Eq. (3) can be seen straightforwardelly from comparing the value
of σ
DMDM→γ′γ′/σthermal (or σDMDM→φφ/σthermal) above with Fig. 3. For all of these examples, the indirect detection signal
is, at least, two orders of magnitudes below current experimental sensitivities (see Fig. 5).
• BBN : the BBN constraints are solved in a similar
way than the Neff constraint. On the one hand
the φ→ SS decay can be fast enough if λφS is not
tiny. On the other hand, the S → SMSM decay
can also be fast enough, through S-h mixing if the
λHS coupling is large enough. The later feature
can be realized without inducing a too large Higgs
boson invisible decay width. For instance, if the
S scalar has a mass above the e+e− threshold one
gets
τφ→SS ' 1s ·
( mφ
20 MeV
)(2.3× 10−12
λφS
)2(
500 MeV
vφ
)2
(15)
τ
S→e+e− ' 1s ·
(
2 MeV
mS
)(
7.8× 10−3
λHS
)2(
500 MeV
vS
)2
(16)
• Direct detection : self-interaction constraints re-
quires a sizable DM to φ coupling but doesn’t re-
quire any DM to S coupling. Thus, direct detection
through DM to S coupling is small if the corre-
sponding coupling is small (or if it doesn’t exist as
here). Direct detection through DM to φ interac-
tion can easily be suppressed too, even if λφS and
λHS couplings are sizable to account for BBN. It
just requires that the the λφH interaction is small
enough, as well as the product of λφS and λHS .
• Indirect detection : even if the annihilation is of
the p-wave type, the Sommerfeld effect can lead in
this model to a large indirect detection which can
be tested (and actually rule out large part of the
parameter space). A couple of numerical exam-
ples which satisfy all constraints are given in the
two first lines of Table V. For the second exam-
ple the annihilation cross section of DM into φ’s is
of order 〈σv〉DMDM→φφ ' 10−25 cm3s−1 in dwarf
galaxies10. As can be seen from Fig. 5, this can
be constrained by indirect detection experiments.
This is due to the fact, discussed above, that the
Sommerfeld effect brings a ∝ 1/v3 enhancement ef-
fect which compensate for the v2 suppression of the
p-wave cross section.
To sum up, all constraints are satisfied provided λφS
and λHS are large enough (but not too large so that their
product is small enough) and λφH is small enough.
11
10
This cross section has to be multiplied by four in order to get
the DM annihilation cross section into SM charged fermions since
each of the φ’s will decay into two charged fermions.
11
For further details on this setup, note that with for example
the first set of couplings in Table V, the S scalar thermalizes
with the SM thermal bath through λHS , whereas DM and φ
thermalize through yφ. Both visible and hidden sector never
thermalize through the λφS interaction but does so through λφH
until T ' 35 MeV. Later on, the T ′/T ratio doesn’t remain equal
to unity but remains close to it. For instance, at t ' 1 sec, one
has T
′
/T ' 0.95.
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mDM mφ mS vφ vS λφH λφS λHS
σT /mDM κHP
κ
DD
HP
τφ τS Γ
inv
h 〈σφφ→SSv〉 Ω0medh2(GeV) (MeV) (MeV) (MeV) (MeV) (cm2/g) (sec) (sec) (MeV) (GeV−2)
126 20 2 500 500 5.4× 10−8 6.2× 10−12 0.016 0.28 0.05 0.14 0.76 1.23  σthermal 0
382 71 7 436 83 6.3× 10−7 3.2× 10−11 0.014 0.21 0.49 0.03 0.68 0.94  σthermal 0
83 50 2  1 500 6.3× 10−8 0.010 0.015 0.11  1  1 0.87 1.08 2.5× 10−5 2.5× 10−5
173 300 10  1 50 1.0× 10−6 0.015 0.010 0.21  1  1 1.44 0.48 1.5× 10−6 4.0× 10−4
Table V: Examples of parameter values which satisfy the various constraints for model C, from fast enough mediator decay (first
2 examples) or from efficient enough (stable) mediator annihilation (last 2 examples) . κ
DD
HP stands for the current experimental
upper limit on κHP for the masses considered, see Fig. 4. Ω
0
medh
2
refers to the relic density value of the mediator today.
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Figure 11: Left: Evolution of the annihilation rate of a pair
of φ’s into a pair of S’s, normalized to the Hubble rate for
the last two candidates of Table V. The black dashed line
represents the thermalization line, ie: when Γφφ→SS = H.
Right: Evolution of the annihilation rate of a pair of S’s into
a pair of SM fermions normalized to the Hubble rate for all
candidates of Table V. The black dashed line represents the
thermalization line, ie: when ΓSS→ff¯ = H. One can also see
when BBN starts in red in both plots.
D. Stable mediator option with annihilation of it
into hidden sector particles
As discussed above, if the mediator is absolutely stable,
the main constraints are the non overclosure and mod-
ification of the Hubble constant ones. A simple way to
avoid them is to consider a scenario where T ′/T is siz-
ably smaller than one, see Eq. (8). If T ′/T ' 1 instead, a
more complicated possibility arises if the stable light me-
diator number density is reduced after this decoupling
from an annihilation into extra lighter particles (imply-
ing new constraints related to the existence of this extra
light particle). One finds 2 minimal models realizing this
scenario. The first one has already been proposed in
Ref. [70] (see also [72]). It involves a s-wave annihilation
of DM into a γ′ light mediator, followed by an annihila-
tion of this γ′ into a lighter scalar S, followed by decay
of this scalar S into SM particles. Omitting less relevant
scalar interactions, the Lagrangian of this model is:
Model D: L = −gγ′µJµDM − gγ′µJµS
− 
2
FYµνF
′µν − λHSS†SH†H (17)
with JµS = iQ
′
S(S
∗∂µS − S∂µS∗) and JµDM as for the
Aγ′ model of Eq. (1). The mass of the γ
′ comes from
spontaneous breaking of the U(1)′ gauge symmetry once
the S scalar acquires a vev. The stability of the γ′ light
mediator requires here an extra (charged conjugation)
symmetry, in order that a kinetic mixing between the γ′
and the hypercharge gauge boson is forbidden. A nice
feature of this model is that the extra scalar S is the
one one has anyway to introduce in the model if one
assumes that the U(1)′ symmetry is spontaneously bro-
ken through the Brout-Englert-Higgs mechanism. The
other minimal model where this turns out to be possible
is nothing but the C model of the previous section, in
other regions of the parameter space, assuming in partic-
ular now that the scalar mediator φ has no vev, so that
it doesn’t decay.
The phenomenology of Model D has been analysed in
detail in Ref. [70]. Once the non overclosure constraint
is satisfied for the γ′ light mediator, from γ′γ′ → SS an-
nihilations, one is left essentially with constraints on the
extra particle S. On the one hand this extra particle must
lies above the 2me threshold, otherwise its decay is loop
suppressed and therefore too slow for CMB or BBN con-
straints. On the other hand its mass must be below 4.4
MeV to avoid the BBN photodisintegration constraint.
The Neff and Hubble constant/entropy injection con-
straints are just enough satisfied from the fact that when
the S and φ scalars decouple, T ′/T (which is equal to
unity at DM decoupling) is already not anymore equal to
unity, but slightly smaller (from decoupling of SM parti-
cles in between). The CMB constraint on DM annihila-
tion, Eq. (3) doesn’t apply for DMDM → γ′γ′ because
the γ′ is stable but applies for the DMDM → γ′S scat-
tering, as well as for γ′γ′ → SS scattering. For the last
scattering it is easily satisfied since this scattering is not
Sommerfeld enhanced. For the former scattering, this
constraint still leaves an allowed parameter space. Direct
detection is satisfied from the fact that DM communi-
cates with the SM particles only through a DM-γ′-S-SM
chain.
As for model C with a stable scalar mediator φ, it
can be successful in a perhaps less squeezed way. The
first constraint it has to fulfill is that the φφ → SS
annihilation process must be in thermal equilibrium at
temperature of order mφ, so that, later on, it Boltz-
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mann suppresses the φ number density. This will be the
case for model C in another parameter regime than for
the decay option of Section III C. One has to assume
much larger values of λφS than above (i.e. for instance
λφS > λ
th
φS ' 6 × 10−9 for mmed = 30 MeV). Note that
S can annihilate into a pair of SM particles through the
Higgs portal, but these SS → ff¯ processes decouple be-
fore the φφ → SS process. The later process decouples
when mφ/T ∼ 30. This is shown in Fig. 11 for two ex-
amples sets of parameters which satisfy all constraints
and are given in Table V. Thus, for these two examples
(where mφ/mS . 30), the S scalar is a hot relic and its
number density is not Boltzmann suppressed. The way
the various constraints are fulfilled is as follows:
• Non overclosure: the φφ → SS scattering can re-
duce enough the population of stable light mediator
φ to non overclose the Universe.
• CMB : the DM annihilation into a pair of scalar
light mediators doesn’t cause any large CMB dis-
tortion because this is a p-wave annihilation (for
Eq. (3)). The decay of S is fast enough to satisfy
the Neff constraint associated to S decay.
• BBN : the S decay is also fast enough to sat-
isfy BBN Hubble constant/entropy injection and
photodisintegration constraints (by taking a large
enough λHS coupling, see Eq. (16)). All this can be
realized without inducing a too large Higgs boson
invisible decay width.
• Direct detection : as in Section III C, the self-
interaction constraints require a sizable DM to φ
coupling but doesn’t require any DM to S coupling.
Thus, direct detection through DM to S coupling is
small if the corresponding coupling is small. Direct
detection through DM to φ doesn’t occur at tree
level because φ has no vev.
• Indirect detection: if the φ has no vev and is sta-
ble, the annihilation of DM into φ doesn’t produce
any SM particles and DM annihilation produce SM
particles only at the loop level.
All in all, these features make this stable mediator sce-
nario based on model C easily viable.
E. The neutrino option
If we do not assume any hidden sector extra states, the
light mediator can only decay into photons, neutrinos or
e+e−. For the decay to proceed into neutrinos, without
producing e+e− pairs, there are 2 simple possibilities.
One needs either that the decay proceeds only into muon
or tau neutrinos, or that the mass of the mediator lies
below 2me. With a light scalar mediator it is not easy to
have a dominant and fast enough decay into neutrinos.
As for the γ′ light mediator option, the possible portals
which can make the γ′ to decay into neutrinos are the
kinetic mixing portal or mass mixing portal. As already
mentioned above, through kinetic mixing, and below the
e+e− threshold, the γ′ decays dominantly to 3γ at a rate
far too slow to proceed before BBN, and even slower to
neutrinos. Through the more involved mass mixing sce-
nario, the decay can dominantly proceed into neutrinos
at a rate fast enough to decay before BBN. The relevant
interactions are therefore
Model E : L 3 −gγ′µJµDM − δm2γ′µZµ (18)
where JµDM = ψ¯γ
µψ, JµDM = χ¯γ
µγ5χ and JµDM =
i(S∗∂µS − S∂µS∗) for a Dirac, Majorana and scalar DM
particle respectively. This model (for the Dirac DM case)
has already been considered in Appendix B of [30], as a
way out to the CMB constraints above, Eq. (3), see the
various constraints holding on it in Fig. 4 of this refer-
ence.
It would be worth to investigate the possibility that, on
the basis of a flavor symmetry, the light mediator decays
dominantly to muon and tau neutrinos. As already said
above, we will not do that here.
IV. THE ASYMMETRIC DARK MATTER
OPTION
So far we have assumed everywhere that there is an
equal number of DM particles and antiparticles. If in-
stead we assume that DM is asymmetric, some of the con-
straints will change drastically. This possibility has been
considered in Ref. [73] in the context of a model where a
dark proton and a dark electron couple to a dark photon.
On the one hand, all constraints related to DM annihi-
lation are trivially removed, since DM doesn’t annihi-
late anymore. This concerns in particular the CMB con-
straint of Eq. (3) and the indirect detection constraints.
On the other hand, the constraints on the number of
mediators and on its decay remain. In an asymmetric
setup still DM thermalizes with the light mediator at
T & mDM , and the resulting important symmetric DM
component must be suppressed afterwards through an
annihilation catastrophy. This annihilation catastrophy
leaves the mediator as a hot relic, so one is left with as
many light mediator as in the symmetric case. Thus, if
the mediator is stable, the non overclosure constraint re-
mains fully relevant. Similarly, for an unstable mediator,
remain relevant the Neff and mediator decay CMB con-
straint above, as well as the Hubble constant/entropy in-
jection and photodisintegration BBN constraints, as well
as direct detection constraints. In Ref. [73] the Neff
CMB constraint, as well as Hubble constant/entropy in-
jection BBN constraints, have not been considered in
details as in the subsequent Ref. [32]. However, as al-
ready said above, if for the minimal vector model A′γ
of Eq. (1) (and similarly for the more involved vector
model of Ref. [73]), one removes the CMB constraint of
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Eq. 3, a proper incorporation of these constraints leaves
allowed a relatively wide region of parameter space. For
the scalar mediator model instead, to assume an asym-
metric setup instead of a symmetric one doesn’t change
much the picture because in this model this CMB con-
straint was already avoided from the fact that the annihi-
lation is p-wave. In particular the strong tension between
direct detection and BBN constraints remains.
V. SUMMARY
Very minimal light mediator setups, that could lead
to DM self-interactions in agreement with what simula-
tions of formation of small scale structure tend to imply,
are suffering from a plethora of constraints. To assume a
light mediator is a particularly simple solution to account
for the large disparity of cross sections needed (large self-
interaction vs small annihilation cross sections). It has in
particular the virtue to induce a velocity dependence of
the self-interaction cross section, which helps accommo-
dating all self-interaction constraints. However, in min-
imal setups the light mediator typically decouples rela-
tivistically when DM freezes-out, which leads to an over-
closure of the Universe if the light mediator is stable. To
assume a portal between the DM/light mediator hidden
sector and the SM visible sector allows the light media-
tor to disappear from the thermal bath into SM particles.
Such a portal has also the practical virtue to offer pos-
sibilities of tests, beyond purely gravitational ones. A
portal, nevertheless, is constrained in many ways. There
is a tension (particularly for a scalar light mediator) be-
tween constraints (such as BBN), which tend to require
large portal interactions in order that the light mediator
decays fast enough, and other constraints which require
a tiny portal interaction (such as direct and indirect de-
tection, which are both boosted by the fact that the me-
diator is light). On top of that, if the light mediator is a
vector boson which decays into SM particle through the
portal, the s-wave annihilation of DM into a pair of light
mediators (which is also boosted by the Sommerfeld en-
hancement) distorts the CMB beyond what observations
allow. A summary of the many relevant constraints can
be found in Section II.
In this work we have proposed various simple ways out
to these tensions. The simplest one works in the frame-
work of the two very minimal setups generally assumed,
Eqs. (1) and (2), but relaxing one of the assumption made
so far, i.e. that the hidden sector has same temperature
as the visible sector at DM freeze-out. If one assumes
instead that both sectors have never thermalized, so that
T ′/T is sizably smaller than unity, the DM to light medi-
ator interactions needed to account for the observed relic
density is smaller, so that all constraints above requiring
a tiny portal interaction are relaxed. In particular all
constraints on the decay of the light mediator, such as
BBN ones, largely relax because the number density of
light mediator is reduced by a factor of (T ′/T )3. More-
over, Fig. (3) shows that as soon as one reduces this DM
to light mediator interaction, the CMB upper bound on
the s-wave DM annihilation cross section can be easily
accommodated. To have such a reduced DM to light me-
diator interaction is perfectly compatible with the self-
interaction constraints, as Fig. (2) shows. The typical
T ′/T ratio needed to accommodate all constraints lies
from about a few 10−2 down to the “T ′/T floor” we have
determined in Eq. (8), typically of order 10−4. This floor
is due to the fact that if T ′/T is too small, the hidden
sector will simply not contain enough DM particles to
account for the observed relic density. Independently of
self-interactions, it corresponds to the value of T ′/T for
which any DM particle, which has thermalized in a hid-
den sector can account for the observed relic density, even
though it decouples while still relativistic (i.e. without
Boltzmann suppression) and has a mass way beyond the
usual eV mass scale of hot relics. To assume that both
sectors have never thermalized makes full sense for self-
interacting dark matter, since there are already strong
constraints on the size of the portal, in particular on the
kinetic mixing portal in the vector light mediator case.
Thus, unless one assumes that there would be an UV in-
teraction to thermalize both sectors, to assume T ′/T < 1
is quite natural and generic for self-interacting DM. For
the vector model we find a rather large parameter space
satisfying all constraints with the mediator decaying with
a lifetime much smaller than the age of the Universe. As
for the scalar mediator case with Higgs portal, to reduce
T ′/T doesn’t help with respect to the T ′/T = 1 case for
a mediator mass above the 2me mass threshold, but it
widely opens the region below this threshold. For both
models direct detection should allow to probe some of
the allowed parameter space. Note that everywhere we
have assumed that the portal interactions do not change
sizably the T ′/T temperature so that the portal doesn’t
heat the hidden sector to a T ′ temperature beyond the
one assumed. It would be useful to determine what hap-
pen’s when this is not the case (leading typically to a
reannihilation scenario for the DM relic density). About
this T ′/T < 1 scenario, finally, interestingly enough too,
note that it also allows to have no portal at all (i.e. an
absolutely stable mediator) as a result of the fact that
in this case the light mediator number density is sup-
pressed and consequently doesn’t overclose the Universe,
see Eq. (11).
Another simple way out is to assume that DM doesn’t
annihilate dominantly into a pair of light mediators, but
to an extra particle. In this case the DM to light media-
tor interaction is also reduced and the various constraints
also relax accordingly, in particular direct detection, in-
direct detection and CMB upper bound on s-wave DM
annihilation. Note importantly that the extra particle
to which DM annihilate dominantly doesn’t need to be
as light as the light mediator. This allows to avoid con-
straints which hold on any extra light particle. Thus,
the model remains truly minimal at a low scale. Here we
have considered 2 models which are made of the minimal
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models of Eqs. (1) and (2) to which we have added an
extra scalar particle. Annihilation of DM into this new
particle is p-wave, whereas the one into light mediators
can be s-wave or p-wave.
Next, we have discussed a more involved possibility
where the light mediator would decay into an extra
lighter particle, which itself decays subsequently into SM
particles. This allows to reduce the number density of
light mediator at BBN and CMB time. The minimal
model of this kind we considered has, on top of a light
scalar mediator, an extra scalar particle which couples to
the light mediator but not to DM. All constraints can be
satisfied in this case, typically if we assume a hierarchy of
couplings between the interactions which, again, must be
small (in particular due to direct detection), and the ones
which must be larger (such as for inducing fast enough
decays for BBN of both the mediator and the extra light
particle).
Next, we considered another more involved possibil-
ity, where now the light mediator is stable but with still
a portal interaction between the hidden sector and SM
visible sector. A model of this kind has already been pro-
posed [70]. It considers an extra scalar particle to which
a light vector boson mediator can annihilate in order to
reduce its number density, with subsequent decay of the
extra scalar particle into SM particles through the Higgs
portal. Here, we summarized how can work this scenario
in this case, together with introducing and discussing an-
other stable mediator setup which, with a light scalar
mediator and an extra lighter scalar, can easily work.
Next, we discussed the option where the light mediator
would decay exclusively to neutrinos. Here we essentially
mentioned that a model of this kind was already proposed
[30], through an involved mass mixing of a light mediator
vector boson with the Z boson. We also stressed that if
the light mediator decays exclusively to muon and tau
neutrinos, one could get an easily viable model for a light
mediator below the 2mµ threshold, a possibility, which
require a flavor structure, we didn’t investigate further.
Finally, we recalled that if DM is not symmetric but
asymmetric, some of the constraints get relaxed and a
viable model of this type has been proposed in [73]. Here
we are somehow going away from the minimality crite-
ria, which we have taken as basic criteria for this work
(since an asymmetric setup requires, on top of an effi-
cient DM annihilation, a mechanism generating the DM
asymmetry in the UV) but this is certainly a possibility
too.
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